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Introduction
Preterm infants cared for in a modern NICU are
exposed to electromagnetic fields (EMFs) from
incubators and other electrical equipment. These
fields create a measurable charge on newborn’s skin
when referenced to ground (floating skin voltage). In
adults, electrical grounding (EG) reduces this charge
and improves parasympathetic tone, suggesting a
reduction in stress. To our knowledge, no studies
have examined the effects of EG on preterm infants
cared for in the high-tech environment of the NICU.

Objectives
1) To determine if EG lowers floating skin voltage
2) To measure the effect of EG on vagal tone.
We hypothesized that EG would improve
parasympathetic tone as measured by high frequency
power in spectral analysis of heart rate variability
(HF-HRV).

Methods
To measure floating skin voltage, a voltmeter was
connected to the infant’s skin using a wire and
standard snap electrode and to the dedicated ground
pin in the bedside console. To provide electrical
grounding (EG) an additional electrode was placed
on the infant and the connecting wire, which
extended outside the incubator, was inserted into the
ground outlet. To measure the effect of EG on HRV,
the analog EKG signal from infant’s bedside monitor
was digitally captured for a duration of 20-40 minutes
while standardizing for time of day, environmental
stimuli and post-feeding behavioral state. HRV was
calculated by averaging the results of 3-4 repeated 2
min recordings during epochs which represented the
time before, during and after EG. Grounding was
discontinued by removal of the wire from the ground
outlet without handling the infant. For each epoch of
sampling, HRV spectral analysis was used to
determine HF-HRV at the 0.3-1.3 Hz bandwidth.

Results

Results
Fig 1 Floating Skin Voltage of Preterm Neonates in the NICU
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Prior to Electrical Grounding (EG), the skin voltage
ranged between 39 -1,660 mvolts and upon EG,
there was an immediate reduction in skin voltage by
93% (See Fig1 for representative cases). Vagal tone
measured by HF-HRV increased during EG by
66.9%, RM-ANOVA (p =0.001) and decreased by
44% when grounding was discontinued,(p=0.006)
(See Fig 2 for details).

Discussion
In this study, floating skin voltage varied among
infants. Electrical Grounding was associated with a
lowering of skin voltage. In addition, grounding led to
an increase in HF-HRV of nearly 67%, indicating an
improvement in vagal tone. The effect of EG was lost
when grounding was discontinued. Tonic activity of
the parasympathetic system (vagal tone) is critically
important in the regulation of inflammatory and stress
systems. EG may provide a means to enhance vagal
tone and thereby improve stress regulatory
mechanisms in preterm infants.
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